art festival activities

VIDEO ART
TREE WEAVINGS
LOS TITERES
MUNDIALES THEATRE
WATCH FOR
THE RUBBER LADY

A VIRGIN AND THE DYNAMO PROJECT
Curator, Malin Wilson
Assistant Curator, Jackie M.
S.F.C.A. Executive Director, Suzanne Jamison

FUNDED BY THE NEW MEXICO ARTS DIVISION; AND THROUGH THE PERFORMING SPACE, THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS.
VIDEO ART

10/9-10/18
Sears and Roebuck display window
113 Lincoln Ave.

A continuous play of video works for street watching. Consulting curator, Steina; production assistance from Eve Muir and Claire Apodaca; Photo documentation by Christi Newhall.

schedule

Tomiyo Sasaki  BUBBLING 10 min.
Ernest Gusella  EXQUISTE CORPSE  8½ min.
John Sanborn and Kit Fitzgerald  ORDER 1¼ min.  OLYMPIC FRAGMENTS 12 min.
Gary Hill  WINDOW  8½ min.
Woody Vasulka  C-TREND  10 min.
Steina  URBAN EPISODES  8½ min.  BAD  2 min.
Patrick Clancy and Hollis Frampton  MARGINAL WORKS: BATTERED TEXT  10 min. (abbreviated version of original tape).

THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE GENEROSITY OF SEARS AND ROEBUCK CO.
10/9-10/18
Tree Lawn adjacent to the Federal Courthouse on Federal at Paseo de Peralta
A fiber installation by weaver Nargis on exhibit throughout the Festival. Under the Federal Living Buildings Act, the grounds will be the site for the following performances:

The public is invited to partake in the beauty of the space at anytime and attend events. Photo documentation, Seth Rothman.

10/9 noon  A WALKING EXHIBITION OF GARMENTS
woven by Nargis.
10/10 11 a.m.  MOVEMENT RITUAL by Rana Halprin Vassau and Jasper Vassau. A fluid sequence of fifteen movements developed by Anna Halprin at Dancers Workshop.
10/11 2 p.m.  Rosalie Traina, Scott Ibsen and The Dragon Theatre: In Performance.
10/12 noon  ALWAYS MIKAEL, ALWAYS KAJA
Improvisational dance by Po Hall.
10/13 noon  Rosalie Traina and Others: Further Performance.
10/14 a.m.  Little Earth School visits Tree Weavings
10/16 noon  SONGS FROM THE NORTH-SOUTH HIGHWAY
Chris Wells performs South American and original songs, poems and stories. FANTASIA DE FLAMENCA Gioia “La Pastora” in song and dance.
10/17 11 a.m.  MOVEMENT RITUAL
10/18 2 p.m.  SONGS FROM THE NORTH-SOUTH HIGHWAY
FANTASIA DE FLAMENCA
LOST TITERES MUNDIALES
DANCING THEATRE

Saturday, 10/17, 1:30 p.m.
DeVargas Mall
Victoria Cross, creator and performer

You want a puppet show? LOS TITERES MUNDIALES will give you a dancing puppet show! The Bishop Raven, The Jester Buccaneer, The Scarecrow, and the Celestial Wizard, Los Pajaros, y "Blacker el Perro" will perform for you. Come meet The Plum Child, The Bearded Joven, The Doll of Colours ... all actors in this theatre! LOS TITERES speak to young and old alike.

Photo documentation by David Scheinbaum

WITH GRACIOUS COOPERATION FROM THE DEVARGAS MALL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION; EQUIPMENT DONATION, LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATE STORE.

*WATCH FOR THE RUBBER LADY

A walking work of art, the Rubber Lady plans "to be seen" at Festival events, visit Santa Fe High and the New Mexico School for the Deaf, go bowling and bicycling, and become a weather vane for Santa Fe. 10/14 there will be a performance in Morningbird's window. Other pieces to be executed include SANTA FE RIVER NFS, RUBBER LADY ON NIGHTSHIFT, ART AS WAITRESS ... watch for them. photo documentation by Nancy Sutor.